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Addressing the High Cost of Poor Traffic Operations
Traffic Signal Operations
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Traffic Signal Report Card








Do the work proactively…AND…
Best Practices
…measure the work you do.
How We Compare







































































INDOT chose a time based model…for now
Operational Performance Index
Measure your work--Operationally
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Time based “for now”—what’s next?
Make the decision on how the system is 
operating…not an arbitrary time value.
Some systems may need evaluated every 2 
years.
Other systems possibly every 10 years.
RECAP from last year…



































































Phase 5 1 5 Cycle Average



































































Phase 6 1 5 Cycle Average





































































Phase 5 1 5 Cycle Average





































































Phase 6 1 5 Cycle Average
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Concept proven at single intersection
Data was gathered using specialized equipment 
at the instrumented intersections




FTP server on board
.txt file written to server with event data
Detector on/off state
Interval (red/yellow/green) change events






Encourage all of INDOT’s manufacturers to put it in 
their hardware, software, etc. so there is no post-




Have a measurable, quickly quantifiable reason to 




Currently we can gather & analyze data for a few man 
days to come to the realization that the system is 
working fine.
Helps decide where to spend your resources.
Best Practices
INDOT is thinking of ways we can more 
easily quantify what we are doing—you 
should be doing the same.
Best Practice is to measure your work.
Don’t think of measuring your work as 
extra work…this is how we get our   
“at-a-boys”.
What are the benefits?
I know…Engineers like numbers and graphs
US 31 Columbus
Travel Time Graph (SB)  (NB)
Statistics
SR 67 SW Indianapolis
Travel Time Graph (SB)  (NB)
Statistics
Arrival Type Before/After












SR 37 Noblesville, IN—NB at SR 37 & SR 32
Benefit/Cost Calculations
Many different methods out there…do some research 




See Benefit Database and Cost Database
We chose one that included “admin” costs.
Admin Costs = Inside Labor
Chose to ignore benefits of reducing emissions.  
Typically small compared to other benefits
Benefit/Cost Calculations
US 36 in Avon, IN
Implemented August, 2006 
Benefit/Cost Calculations
SR 19 in Elkhart, IN
Implemented November, 2006 
Benefit/Cost Calculations
rgallagher@indot.in.gov
The High Cost of Poor Traffic 
Operations




You’ve seen what benefits can be shown…
Let me know if we can help
Ryan Gallagher
rgallagher@indot.in.gov
317-232-5545 
